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Introductory
words
Memories are the key not just to the past, but to the future as well.
This quotation was our initial idea when we established our new
project with our project partners from Greece, Italy, Poland and
Slovakia. Our main purpose was to teach our students to learn from
our own mistakes and the mistakes of our ancestors. As it was the 75th
anniversary of the end of WWII which influenced all the people around
the world in many aspects of their lives, we decided to dedicate this
project to our mutual history „Memory of Europe: Historical
intersections and their message for the contemporary generation.“
During WWII there was not a single family who did not lose at least
one member either directly in a battlefield or in one of the death
camps. Many families were separated and lost their fathers, husbands
or brothers. Many citizens were forced to leave their houses, give up
their property, many children witnessed horrors of WWII. 
During our three-year cooperation we could meet some of the WWII
witnesses. One of the most emotional discussions we had was with
Max Eisen a truly remarkable man whose courage, strong will and
wisdom can be an example for us.
We could meet as well Mrs. Eva Mosnáková who survived only thanks
to the good people who hid them during WWII. During the project we
participated in many discussions, workshops and meetings where the
students could recall the memories of important moments of our
mutual history. These creative workshops, meetings and co-operations
with institutions showed us sorrowful events which gave the whole
cooperation an even deeper dimension that we could have ever
expected. The students became more familiar with this topic and they
could improve their skills in many ways. The teachers created cross-
curricular teams and they cooperated together and finally they
managed to produce methodologies, lesson plans and activities which
will enhance students´ understanding of the reasons and
consequences of WWII. Seeing the topic globally, from different points
of views will allow students to get a better insight into the topic and
thus to raise their awareness of the importance of such issues like
tolerance, cooperation and understanding different cultures,
nationalities and races.



We hope that we could enhance the social, communication,
digital and economic competencies of our students and this
project taught us that the best memories of our life can never be
captured in pictures, they are always captured by our hearts and
that we will try to avoid the mistakes of our ancestors. 

 
Eva Szanyiová

project coordinator

"And even if we are too different,

Even if our cities, our schools or our countries are different, 

Even if we were raised in different ways, with different options

and possibilities,

Even if our past was full of controversies and wars, 

Now we can live together,

We can imagine together,

We can create together something better,

Because as once and Italian friend of ours said (in a Polish hotel

with Slovak friends)

We are all like an orchestra,

It does not matter if each of us plays a different instrument,

It does not matter if each of us likes different music,

It does not matter if everything seems strange and awkward,

What matters is that music unites us all, 

And we can feel all the same rhythm,

So we can all be synchronized,

And sing and play."

Quotated by the Greek partners



WWII
witnesses
A truly remarkable man whose courage, strong will and wisdom can be an
example to all of us. As a 15-year-old Jewish boy, Tibor "Max" Eisen, a native of
Moldava nad Bodvou, survived a nightmare that we can no longer even
imagine. Max shared with us his personal story, marked by incredible human
anger and hatred. A story about years in a concentration camp and the
courage of a young boy, despite the fact that none of his family survived.
Max's message to our generation is: "Be responsible. Be careful what you buy.
Think for yourself. Be an UPstander, not a BYstander. "
Such stories are essential to us. Our goal is to make a collection of real stories
from the lives of World War II witnesses within the project. We must know all
the horrors of this period in order to avoid the same mistakes.

Max Eisen



Day 15: Selection
 This day was very interesting, but not in a pleasant way. Me, my dad and my
uncle were witnesses of American bombing on the part of Auschwitz, and we saw
just failure of defending the factory that was occupied. The guards tried to shoot
for the planes, but as the guns did not have the range to reach the planes flying
above the camp, their shooting was pointless. This continued through the whole
day. But later, something unexpected happen. I woke up in the middle of the
night. I could not realize what was happening, but suddenly I heard one of the
loudspeakers: ‘Achtung, Achtung!’. I knew that this is not a sign for anything good.
All of us, including me, went to another block for selection. Unfortunately, the
worst scenario became reality. My dad and my uncle were selected. I thought that
they are just going somewhere for the rest of the day and they will come back
soon. I went to sleep, hoping that they will come back.

Day 16: Hopelessness
I woke up very early in the morning, and first thing that I thought of was if dad
with uncle already returned. They were still gone. I did not know where they are,
why both of them were selected and what were they doing. I was thinking about
this for a whole day through my work period, but I could not think about anything
what was this all connected with. They have not done anything wrong, did they?
In the evening, I came back from the work. I was extremely tired and the only
thing I wanted to discover was that if both of them are safe and if they already
came back. But when I came to their beds, no one was lying there. I was scared
and insecure about it, because hundreds of questions were running through my
head, but not even one answer for them. Suddenly, I realized one thing. I thought
of the quarantine area which they were sent to, and it fitted together perfectly. I
ran as fast as I could and luckily, I met them there. I was happy and sad in one
moment, because I saw them across the wires. My dad knew that they probably
unfortunately won’t survive, so he gave me last blessing and told me, that if I
survive I need to speak about all of this to the world. As the pressure from guards
of the tower on us was big, I sadly had to say last goodbye to him and run out of
there, because they would shoot on me if I did not go away. As I was going to my
part of the camp, my mind and life were ruined. I was alone in the middle of this
cruel place with inhuman conditions and I could not do anything about it.

Written by the students during the LTTA in Slovakia

The diary of
Max Eisen



Dear diary! 
My name is Max Eisen and now I´m 92 years old. I want to
tell you something. I don´t know where to start because
everything what happed was very diffucult. I had very
unhappy childhood, no one deserves such a childhood. I
grew up in Moldava nad Bodvou and I had two younger
brother and younger sister Juditte. We lived cheerful life,
exactly as every child imagines. When I was 15 years old
suddenly everything has changed. Our town was attacked
by soldiers and the whole family, including me, was taken
to concentraction camp. The soldiers took us everything,
literally everything, what we had... like gold, money, rare
things... I had no idea what was going on, I didn´t
understand it, but I know that the journey to that hell took
3 days. We had no water, no toilets, no food, simply
nothing. When we arrived there we were divided into men
and women together with children. We knew that were
labor camps, but now we all know that was not the case.
When we asked them when we would get water, they told
us that if we went to take shower. Of course it was a big
lie. Many poeple have been fooled into taking shower.
They locked them in a big room and gradually began to
pour deadly gas on them, and poeple slowly but surely
died. The dead bodies were thrown cold-bloodedly into
the furnace and they was wainting for black smoke. And
this i show it worked for several years, and i tis still sad
that it was done with the consent of the whole world. I
would like to write a lot more, but the most important
things there are... 

Written by the students during the LTTA in Slovakia



WWII
witnesses
A brave woman who survived the Holocaust, but also experienced the bullying
of the communist regime. 
Mrs. Eva Mosnáková witnessed a rapidly growing hatred, departures without
returns and constant fear. Eva Mosnáková was ten years old and lived with her
parents in Handlová at a time when Nazism was already „flourishing“in
Germany. Her father was of Jewish descent, so the whole family was in danger. 
More than 70 years after the end of the war, she claims that she survived only
thanks to the good people who hid them.

Eva Mosnáková





WWII
witnesses
Primaro Sammarchi is one of the latest witness of World WarII 'PARTIGIANI ' in
Italy.
He was born in Milan in 1933, he was one of the few partisans who survived
WWII. 
His battle name was “Pineo” which literally means “relay child”. 
His testimony is collected in the book “Noi, Partigiani”. 
He was a firefighter his whole life, as well as his brother Elio Sammarchi,
partisan who died in Valstrona. 
“In Milan, he saw the trains of the deportees leave, and he didn´t just watch…”
it has been said in an interview.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6-W9oyB3KY

Primo Sammarchi



It all started…

It all started 
in a lovely town,
full of lovely memories.
But then something came
and caused us a lot of suffering and worries.

Everything suddenly changed,
thousands of lives,
children lost their fathers,
husbands lost their wives.

There wasn´t a way out,
nowhere to hide,
many people didn´t even know,
how many others died.

People were questioning themselves,
“Is my life still worthy?”
Of course, it was.
But not for someone else. 

In the middle of this mess,
there he was, a young boy,
wondering when the day will come,
when he will finally feel the pure joy.

Time was passing, 
day by day,
some were predators
and some were prey.

Nights full of thinking,
what happened to his loved ones?
Hope was slowly sinking
as he was hearing shots from guns.

In the end,
when no one thought,
the better days will come,
somebody finally brought
a forgotten feeling of freedom.

Written by the students during the LTTA in Italy



WWII
witnesses
George Psarris 90 years old. He lived during the world as a child (7 years old) in
a poor family in the agricultural area of Mouzaki. Later he became a military
officer of Nato.

Georgios Psarris 



Blurry
eyes-
Behind the blinds
I see through my blurry eyes
I see paradise
Full screams and shout end cries

I heard my heart skip a beat
Watching the fire in defeat
Helpless, sad and on my own
Wish that angels took me home

Home with only white not red
Safe in my mother’s arms
White in my eyes as she bled and bled
And bled…

But I ran, 
Ran and ran till my fast breath
Hoping for a better way,
Hoping for a better end.

Written by the students during the LTTA in Greece



WWII
witnesses
TPolla Psarri is Georgios Psarris ´wife. She is 88 years old she lived during the
world (at the age of 5+ years old) in Athens in a well being family.

Polla Psarri





WWII
witnesses
Lazaros Kalampalikis is 94 years old and durnd WWII he was 12years old and 
 he went through the destruction of Mouzaki during the world and after that
he was forced to go to another Greek region (agrinio) so he became a
shepherd in order to live.

Lazaros Kalampalikis



WWII
witnesses
On September 17, 1939, the Soviet Union armedly attacked Poland. In this way, Stalin fulfilled the
secret agreement with Hitler in August (the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact), which provided for joint
aggression against Poland, the seizure and division of its territory, and the actual liquidation of the
Polish state. In just over 2 weeks, the Third Reich and the USSR initiated the outbreak of World War
II.
Soon the Soviet Union started deportations of Poles to the north and east of the Soviet Union. The
deported eople were mainly military families, officials, employees of the forest service and railways
from the eastern part of the country, teachers, social activists, refugees from the western part of
Poland and entire families previously arrested by the NKVD. One third of the deportees ended up
in the north of European Russia, in the Arkhangelsk region and the Republic of Komiysk. Many
were resettled to Krasnoyarsk Krai and Omsk Oblast in Siberia.
In Siberia, in Soviet labor camps, places of slave labor, Poles died of cold, diseases and exhaustion,
some of them on their way to Siberia. Others remained forever away from their homeland,
thousands still live there, as well as their descendants.
Maria Puchałowicz with her family, as a daughter of a Polish soldier (who never returned from the
war), was one of the millions of Poles deported to Siberia. Happily, she manager to return to Poland
and now she is telling a story about her fate before, during and after the exile.

Maria Puchałowicz



Propaganda speech 

Friends, believers, countrymen, lend me your ears! 
It is certain that never was a change of government attended with such far-

reaching results as those following God's plan. According to The Great Prophet
of the past, Domingo The Enlightened by the Third Eye of God's knowledge,

our nation has been chosen not only to obey given rules, but also to lead
others towards the greatness we can only find in God. GOD CHOSE US.

Now is OUR moment to answer the God's will. This could be achieved through
the following rules. 

The moment of birth builds the strongest bridge between humankind and
God. Therefore, the youngest are the core of our society. He alone who owns

the youth gains the future. Their pure-hearted souls bring with them a greater
awareness of the presence of God. The innocence they hold makes us, women
and men, the adults hardened against the Word of God, responsible for their

well-being. 
Women will take care of the clothes. To show their purity, young girls shall

wear pink sparkly shirt and purple skirt. Their head must be dominated by a
pink headband. Young boys show their dynamic nature wearing blue shirt, a
pair of green pants and golden shoes. Pulling away from God with age, the
colors of our clothes follow the movement of our souls. They become bland,

used only for the comfort to fulfill our individual roles. Watching others dressed
the same way will make you feel as an integral part of community. 

We have to defend our values. For that reason, our social system will be
reformed. The life of the children will be the core of our society. Women take
care of them on daily base, interpreting their behavior, providing nutrition for

their body and their soul, in form of physical activities and education. 
Moreover, lands need our work to bloom. To reconnect with God, men have to

take on the role of productive workers and providers for their families. 
But you don't have to act alone, you have to obey, you have to give in and

submit to the overwhelming need for obedience!
 

Written by the students during the LTTA in Poland.
 



Outcomes
of

students

such as posters, comics,
poems, or short stories









Feeling just the same 
 

Feeling just the same I felt back then,
oftentimes hoping I would not feel that way again.
Without freedom, without a chance to go outside,

praying to never again feel this power of pride.
 

Nightmares waking me up throughout the night,
keeping myself together, trying to fight.

Even though I was suffering a lot,
can not even imagine how many other souls were lost.

 
In spite of being in constant apprehension and danger,

the one who helped could be a complete stranger,
stranger with a heart filled with self-sacrifice,

would help you and risk it all for any price.
 

Wishing that the events which happened during these times,
will never happen again as the time flies.

But people do remember,
they remember forever.

 
In defiance of horrible events which took part,

recently, in recent past,
people have not had to live in anxiety and fear,

who or when will see them, or hear.
 

Memories enduring in deep inside of me,
even though I want to forget them,

they will never leave.





Acrostics
A little lady brave and strong
Naturally loved her home.
Nazis were the cause of her hiding 
Elder sister sang her songs with joyful laughing.

Fear, horror, even these words cannot describe what she     
lived in, 

Remarkably perceptive and honest,
All the experience to her diary she was writing. 
Now everyone knows her life was modest, 
Knowing that whole world around was lighting.

Loving child who loved the world 
Impossible not to love this girl 
Even she was just a child
Strength and power were on her 
Everyday she wondered why
Loved ones weren't in her life

Mother, father all have died
Escaped to the better side 
Memories never flew away 
In her head they forever stayed
Not only she was brave,
Gained her knowledge through risky ways 
Empathy run trought her veins
Rarely she had showed her pain.





Lot of noise reached us last night, 
I won't forget that chilling sight. 
Everyone was pale as never,

Sole of theirs were gone forever 
End of this was so much quicker, 
Leaving me with pain and shiver.

 
My heart suffered, but my mind said:

,,Every nightmare has an end.”
Memories are just like bane

I was haunted by them mind once again. Now I'm wakened, free of all fear 
Giving you words that kept me here:
,,Enjoy small things, keep your faith, 
Read a book and you'll be safe."

 
 

Anne means Grace, Iwonder if they knew, that 
Not name makes stories, but experiences do. 

Neither of us thought they'd blame people for their issues, yet the 
Echos of cries told all about deviance and misuse 

 
Fairness is a strong word, a luxury we did not have, as 
Rain was the only one that wiped tears so many wept. 
And I wrote of things that happened in my own words 

Nice and bad things, scary and sad, but 
Knowing there's still same beauty left.

 
 

Acrostics







LINKS 
 

Outcomes
of

students

such as interactive
games, timelines, videos,

workshops



LINKS:
 
 
 

Workshops:
https://view.genial.ly/6065683a7e2ace0cd7da3c27/horizontal-infographic-timeline-
the-book-thief  
https://view.genial.ly/606afeeea3e7440dadbb816f/interactive-image-schindlers-list 
https://view.genial.ly/6068776fccc9790cde5a10cd/interactive-content-wwii-the-
guernsey-literary-and-potato-peel-pie-society
https://view.genial.ly/607c095e6dd96a0d4b4b6202/interactive-content-the-boy-in-
the-striped-pajamas 
https://view.genial.ly/6072f4d96f2a060d1f43ea79/video-presentation-the-
zookeepers-wife 

Videos:
https://youtu.be/kOXYSFr7b_w - Historical movie
https://youtu.be/-EbHf65_1a8 - Meeting with Paolo Covella, a local History expert
about World War II and South Italian Resistance
https://youtu.be/K6-W9oyB3KY - Meeting with Primo Sammarchi an Italian witness
https://youtu.be/gDZ8PLGJVws - Meeting with Primo Sammarchi an Italian witness
https://youtu.be/N88WMATcgcQ - Meeting with Eva Mosnáková  a Slovak witness
https://youtu.be/_O3xMyOy_6A - Meeting with Max Eisen a Slovak/Canadian witness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6-W9oyB3KY - Primo Sammarchi is one of the
latest witness of World WarII 'PARTIGIANI ' in Italy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDZ8PLGJVws&t=20s - 
Online meeting with students, experts, teachers and survivor of WWII during
COVID TIME
https://youtu.be/CLWCMp5PjhA - Greek WWII witnesses
https://youtu.be/C5tbGlYne-M - A Polish WWII witness

Timelines:
https://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline3/latest/embed/index.html?
source=1LgfzucVTFtm89s4c07Jh1p_Gb0fHQYFLQAZuGlXcrsI&font=Default&lang=en
&initial_zoom=2&height=650

 

https://learningapps.org/view24749565
https://learningapps.org/view24749565


Games:
https://learningapps.org/view24749565
https://view.genial.ly/6423eaa51992510012922a11/interactive-content-
memory-of-wwii 
https://view.genial.ly/6423e1e4dfdea00012767333/presentation-basic-
presentation
https://view.genial.ly/641973eb290da600118c7b1c/presentation-basic-
presentation
https://view.genial.ly/626014872ae8b00019444978/interactive-content-tlac-
board-game-wwii
https://view.genial.ly/6246bbed6c245400112131be/interactive-content-board-
game-wwii
https://view.genial.ly/62fa659c5c2d410018c6ef7e/interactive-content-memory-
of-europebook-hunting
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFjtm43B4k/_WvWYsJHY8gyQcSv2JjA5A/edit?
utm_content=DAFjtm43B4k&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&ut
m_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFjt8t9W_w/IV-cB62J1xlyN5rjKA-QQA/edit?
utm_content=DAFjt8t9W_w&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&ut
m_source=sharebutton
Wall reading game
Book thief:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdwGTgYvlZQqd9Sp2Icz-
f31kQZ1EzmE2LGmF3Nm8s97s9Enw/viewform
When the tree sings:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdYgEykfcOkpOJVe0bgUVRNpvart
AHIDoQ894Jhv_A1DVIvcw/viewform
Beneath a scarlet sky:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeuJtwnWJ2SVIv8KVvxgGZkcBK-
g_ACsjDGT8YyX7wPDj-XuQ/viewform
The Krakow ghetto pharmacy:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd9txCE7WVyzYMvRGamikBZbxZrw
DKaK8WEepZQwlLv3iFl7A/viewform
Hana:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyB8iZDh1bIzS9RFMtVK5RjuFH7m
B9OeJK85VWsiQDolpaWQ/viewform

https://learningapps.org/view24749565
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdwGTgYvlZQqd9Sp2Icz-f31kQZ1EzmE2LGmF3Nm8s97s9Enw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdYgEykfcOkpOJVe0bgUVRNpvartAHIDoQ894Jhv_A1DVIvcw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeuJtwnWJ2SVIv8KVvxgGZkcBK-g_ACsjDGT8YyX7wPDj-XuQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd9txCE7WVyzYMvRGamikBZbxZrwDKaK8WEepZQwlLv3iFl7A/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScyB8iZDh1bIzS9RFMtVK5RjuFH7mB9OeJK85VWsiQDolpaWQ/viewform


Samples of
expert

teachers´
lesson plans

During the project expert teachers prepared new innovative methodologies and
lesson plans which are available for teachers of different schools. The expert
teachers focused on cross-curricular approaches involving History, IT, physics,
mother tongue, English language, economics and math.











































 
Project website:

https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/memory-europe-
historical-intersections-and-their-message-contemporary-0-0/pages

 
https://gymrv.edupage.org/a/pamati-europy-historicke

 
https://www.facebook.com/memoryofeurope

 
https://www.instagram.com/memory.of.europe/

 
Teachers that contributed in the process of creating the Memory of Europe
Curriculum (lesson plans) and the LTTA activities for 4 Project Modules.

 
Slovak team of teachers participating in the Memory of Europe project

 
Eva Szanyiová – Project coordinator - English language teacher and British and
American literature teacher
Tatiana Chocholová – English language teacher and economy teacher
Andrea Slabá – English language teacher and Civics and economy teacher
Stanislava Strinková – English language teacher and culture and art teacher
Adriana Šalamonová - Mother tongue teacher
Štefan Hronec - English language teacher and history teacher
Laura Kováčová - IT teacher

Italian Teams of teachers teachers participating in the Memory of Europe project
 

Pietrina De Giorgi - Project Coordinator -English teacher 
Giovanna Cancellara- Headteacher
Rosa Taranto- Math Teacher
Silvana Barile – Italian and History teacher
Concetta Forte- Art Teacher
Stella Loredana Lippolis- History and Phylosophy teacher

 
 

IMPRESSUM



 
Greek team of teachers participating in the Memory of Europe project

Nikolaos Mouziouras – Project coordinator - IT teacher 
Georgios Filippou - Physic teacher
Vivian Georgolopoulou – English language teacher 
Aikaterini Kati – English language teacher 
Evangelia Sohali - Mother tongue teacher
Sofia Plitsi – Mother tongue teacher
Marina Kryou – Mother tongue teacher and history teacher
Thomas Kalampalikis – Physic teacher

 
Polish team of teachers participating in the Memory of Europe project

Ewa Wołkowska – Project coordinator - English language teacher 
Katarzyna Sapieja – English language teacher 
Natalia Jankowska – History teacher
Agnieszka Naszydłowska- History teacher
Iwona Tworek- Literature and Polish language teacher 
Anna Bartosik- Maths and Physics teacher
Katarzyna Czerwińska - IT teacher
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In 
Conclusion

" For General High School of Mouzaki, Memory of Europe was the first large-scale European
program that we participated in. If we had to describe in a few words what ME meant to us,
we would say that it was a unique experience of travel, knowledge, acquaintances,
interaction, self- search and self-improvement for all of us. Our students came into contact
with huge historical events in a diverse experiential way, fully understanding the causes
that led to World War II as well as the effects it had on all aspects of human life. At the same
time, it was a first-class opportunity to meet and interact with our Slovak, Polish and Italian
partners and now friends. In conclusion, it was the basis for our students to acquire a
European culture and perspective and for our teachers to always have a European
component in their work. Thank you very much Erasmus!!!! You have influenced us forever!"

                                                                 Nikolaos Mouziouras
                                                                                           Project coordinator from Greece

 
 
 

"Being part of an Erasmus Project is always an opportunity of growth from a personal and
professional point of view. Working during these years with the group of teachers of the
project ‘Memory of Europe’ has been a unique and enriching experience. The determination
of the coordinator, the numerous activities planned and organised, the wide production of
materials, the ability in motivating European teachers and students also during Covid time
which has been a difficult period for working in European projects have been only some
elements of this travel in the Erasmus project ‘Memory of Europe’. Students and teachers
have faced not only the problems and cruelty coming from the horrors of World War II, but
the works of the project have focused also on many aspects: the economic point of view,
the social point of view, the everyday life, the impact on literature, the inventions of the
time. All the activities have taken into consideration true sources and great impact has been
given by the voices of testimonies in every country. Working, planning, producing materials,
spending time together with the European teachers of the project will forever be a precious
part in my life. A friendship to be proud of. A work to be proud of in order to remember the
devastating consequences of wars on humanity."
                                                                                                                 Piera De Giorgi
                                                                                                                 Project coordinator from Italy



In 
Conclusion

„Memory of Europe”- this phrase really caught attention of us- teachers and students from
a Polish high school. The project calledthis way must have been a success! For Poland,
history and especially the aspect of preserving the memory of The Second World War has
been very important. Although the topic of the World War II has been dominating in our
cooperation, little did we expect that what was going to come would enrich the project so
much. At the beginning, we were confronted with the Covid-19 pandemic, later we had to
work with the threat of the Russia-Ukraine War at our borders. Despite all these obstacles,
the Slovak coordinator – and the whole team, made it possibile for students and teachers to
work, learn and have fun together and the title “Memory of Europe” has received a new
meaning. The abundance of activities for both students and expert teachers has been
unique: the use of digital tools, modern technologies and innovative approach to teaching
proposed by the partners greatly improved teachers’ agency in each country. Each
meeting- first online then in reality, brought so much for the understanding of our common
history and made it possible for us all to come even closer. Experiencing other countries’
history by visiting memorial sites and listening to first-hand stories of survivors has been an
eye-opening experience for every person who was a part of this well-planned and organised
project. Rarely do we have a pleasure to cooperate with people so devoted to their work. An
absolutely fantastic team of teachers, always helpful, always understanding and above all
always professional, together with passionate and energetic students, created a project
which will stay in our memories for a long time. A new “Memory of Europe”!
                                                                                                                        Katarzyna Sapieja 
                                                                                                                        Project coordinator from Poland




